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THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST IN THIS REPORT! 

Hi. I’m Isabelle Peyrichoux.  As a Career Reinvention Coach, I’ve helped 
hundreds of people leave jobs they hated to find their dream career. I’ve 
worked with clients from around the world, from a variety of fields. 
 
I’ve had people in their 20’s and those in their 60’s seek me out for support. I 
believe you are never too young or too old to leave one career for a more 
meaningful one. 
 
 
ABOUT ISABELLE 

I’m passionate about this because I 

know the pain of spending day after 

day in a job that’s not a fit. 

I spent more than 15 years looking for 

my dream career. I got a Master’s 

Degree in art history and archaeology, 

but that wasn’t it. I returned to school 

and got another Master’s Degree in 

Information Sciences. I ended up 

spending 10 years in user experience. 

My days were filled with research and analysis and the dreaded comparison… 

I compared myself to my coworkers, feeling like I was never as good as them. I 

wasn’t analytical enough, not decisive enough, not strategic enough. I was 

always trying to fit the corporate world and the tasks I was asked to do, but I 

failed to measure up. 
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I thought this was normal and the way it was supposed to be. 

For 10 years, I lived a dual life. During the day I did work that became less and 

less a match for my strengths as I explored my true passions. In the evenings 

and on the weekends I fed my interest in personal growth. I read books. Took 

workshops. Filled journals about who I am, my talents, my purpose. I knew 

that one day I would turn my passions into my work. I just didn’t know how. I 

eventually reached a point where I hated my job and knew I wasn’t living my 

purpose. 

Then I got laid off from Yahoo! It was a turning point for me. 

I started to explore ways to turn my passion for personal growth into a career. 

I did a lot of research and talked to a lot of people. I found that career coaching 

was the intersection between my calling and what people needed most. I went 

back to school (again) to study psychotherapy and counseling. I became a 

Certified Professional Coach. 

Now, for the past several years, I’ve had my own business as a Career 

Reinvention Coach. I love what I do and am committed to helping people, 

like you, find the work you love. 

Along the way I’ve discovered that the biggest reason people are unhappy in 

their career is because it is not aligned with their authentic self. Which is why 

I help my clients uncover their true self so they can find a career that aligns 

with their passion and purpose. 
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If you’re like me, and the hundreds of people I’ve worked with, I know it’s not 

enough for you to have a job that just pays the bills. You are here to do big 

things. You are here to have a career you love while fulfilling your purpose. 

I am here to help you. 

CERTIFICATION AND BACKGROUND 

• Certified Professional Co-active Coach (CPCC) from The Coaches 

Training Institute (CTI) 

• Two-year certificate in Counseling and Psychotherapy (Canada) 

• Certification in Myers-Briggs Type Indicator 

• Certification in the Interstrengh method 

• Associate Degree in Psychology 

• 10 years of experience in the Internet industry, including  3+ years at 

Yahoo! 

• Master’s Degrees in Information Science and Archaeology 

• Life and work experience in the US, Canada, France, the UK, and 

Switzerland 

• Bilingual (English/French) 

For more info: www.linkedin.com/in/isabellepeyrichoux 

THE #1 REASON WHY PEOPLE ARE UNHAPPY IN THEIR CAREER  

In the people who come to work with me in my coaching practice, I notice 
similar patterns: Often, they have worked in their career for five, ten, or even 
fifteen years and have been pretty successful at it. Then, they reach a point 
where they are just not happy anymore in the career.  
 

http://www.linkedin.com/in/isabellepeyrichoux/
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Even though they’re smart, they reach a point where they lose confidence in 
themselves. They become miserable and just don’t want to do that work 
anymore.  
 
The biggest challenge is they have no idea what they should be doing instead 
to feel better about themselves, their work, and their lives. There is this layer 
of fog around them that makes it very confusing for them to know what career 
they should be doing. This leaves them with very low confidence and low self-
esteem and this affects their overall life, and extends beyond work. 
 
Some of them may have already tried a lot of different things. They’ve hoped it 
would pass. They’ve tried working harder. They have applied for other 
positions, hoping it will solve their problem. But they never feel like it is a 
good fit. This leaves them feeling even worse about themselves.  
 
Sometimes, they have tried some traditional career counseling approaches 
like taking career assessments and searching databases, hopping it will give 
them a magical answer to what career they should be doing. 
 
They’re looking for an expert to give them answers about what they should be 
doing and nothing seems to be working.  They feel stuck and hopeless. 
 
The reason for that is because the root cause is actually deeper than we 
often think it is, and we don’t go deep enough.  
 
Specifically, the root cause is that your authentic self, who you are the core 
of your being, is not aligned with your current career.  
You can continue this mismatch for a while and be ok. But after ten or fifteen 
years you just might feel like it is impossible. The deepest part of your being is 
telling you that you just cannot do that anymore, that is not who you are. This 
is why so many people wind up miserable in their work. 
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HOW WE END UP STUCK IN WORK THAT MAKES US UNHAPPY 
Here’s a diagram to help you see this 
more clearly.  
 
At the center is your authentic self. 
This is who you were born to be. It’s 
who you were as a child. It is the 
expression of your unique qualities, 
what you’re passionate about, and 
the way you are naturally in the 
world. 
 
Unfortunately, many of us developed 
beliefs that it’s not okay to be who 
we are. I call these ‘Shame Beliefs’.  
 
These shame beliefs show up as thoughts like, “I am too sensitive”, “I’m too 
loud”, “I’m too impulsive”, “I need to be quieter”, or “I need to be more 
analytical,” “I’m too this or too that.” Anything that starts with “I’m too…” 
indicate a shame belief. Most of us have some of these at some level, yet we 
are not necessarily aware of it. But they drive our behaviors and choices in 
career and life. 
 
We developed these shame beliefs because we received messages somewhere 
along the way that it was not okay to be who we are. These messages may 
have come from our parents, other authority figures, the school system, the 
corporate world, the society at large.   
There was a part about yourself that was triggering or not fitting of what 
people were expecting of us that would unconsciously give us messages that it 
was not okay. So we tend to push this side of ourselves aside. And this 
happens a lot in school because school is really adapted to one specific type of 
intelligence and if you don’t fit into that then you might develop a belief that 
there was something wrong with you. 
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These shame beliefs cause us to develop a false self. This false self is very 
convincing. It’s based on fitting what we believe the world expects from us, 
but it disconnects us from us from our authentic self.   
 
The problem comes when your career is aligned with your false self, instead 
of your authentic self. You might be content in your work for a while but then 
after several years, you become miserable. This is extremely frustrating 
because most people don’t know why or what to do about it.  
 
This disconnection from your authentic self creates a layer of fog between 
where you are and what you really want. You cannot see or connect with your 
authentic self; your shame beliefs and your false self are in the driver’s seat, 
and unknowingly you make career decisions based on your false self or 
“shoulds” from society. This is why you get stuck and why the traditional 
career approaches don’t work for you.  
 
Traditional approaches use your false self as the baseline of what ‘should’ be 
right for you. This quick fix approach completely ignores who you are at your 
core and tries to fit your false self into a compatible career.  
 
Often, you end up being unhappy in your career and unfulfilled in life with 
a lack of purpose. Your confidence plummets. Career is more than career; it’s 
about you expressing yourself in the world. Unhappiness in your career 
affects the rest of your life.  
 
 

HOW TO FIND THE CAREER THAT WILL MAKE US HAPPY 
You’re probably wondering what to do about it. 
 
I start this process with my clients by helping them connect with their 
authentic self and who they are at the core of their being.  
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We have to find out who your 
authentic self is and what the core of 
your being is. We spend a lot of 
time on this because this is the 
foundation of not only your career 
but your life. 
 
Once you know that, everything else 
begins to fall into place. I am not 
saying it is easy or a straight line but 
it is going to come organically. You 
won’t have to work as hard or do the 
entire analytical problem solving 
because it is aligned with your 
whole being.  
 
 
WHAT I CALL YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF IN THIS CASE IS COMPOSED OF:  

• Your unique values. Your personal ingredients for fulfillment, 
unique to you. 

• Your natural talents. The things you are so naturally good at that you 
take them for granted, like a fish in water.  

• Your passions. The things you are drawn to, the things that you cannot 
help but be doing. 

• Your personality type 
 

 
TO IDENTIFY YOUR VALUES AND PASSIONS 
Remember moments in your personal life or work where you were doing 
something that you loved so much that you could do it for hours and hours. 
These moments when you were in the flow, you were fulfilled, you felt 
powerful, confident, totally happy, and sure of yourself. 
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After that, we clarify your life purpose, which is generally aligned with your 
authentic self. 
 
From that place, your authentic self and your life purpose, the career you 
love and what brings meaning to your life will organically fall into place. You 
won’t have to do a lot of problem-solving and taking career assessments to 
find out the answer. The answer is already in you.  It will flow out of you 
naturally and intuitively. It comes about naturally without trying to force 
anything. 
 
This generates greater confidence and self-love. From that place of confidence, 
it is so much easier to find the career that is right for you, instead of coming 
from that false self which is filled with doubt.  
 
Once you find that career that is aligned with our authentic self, your life 
becomes more fulfilling. You express yourself in the world with your natural 
being and you feel like you’re who you are supposed to be. This affects every 
aspect of your life, because work is more than work, it’s about you expressing 
yourself in the world. You find a sense of purpose in your life.  
 
This work is not just important for your career but for your whole life. 
 
 
HOW TO GET STARTED 

• Start looking at the things that you have always enjoyed doing, 
whatever they are, whether in your work or in your personal life, or 
hobbies. Look at the moments that you remember that were so good 
and fulfilling for you. Start journaling and making an inventory of them, 
however big or small they are. That is the way to start digging into your 
authentic self.  

 
• If you need support and are at a point in your career where you are 

ready to take the next step and get this handled, I’m offering a 
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Complimentary one-hour “Find the Career You Love Absolutely 
Breakthrough Session”. It is a real coaching session with me in person 
in my office in San Francisco or over Skype. 

 
 
IN THIS SESSION, I WILL HELP YOU: 

• Create a sense of clarity about the career you really want to do, that is 
aligned with your authentic self 

• Find out the essential building blocks for doing the career of your 
dreams 

• Discover the #1 thing stopping you from doing the career you want. 
• Identify the most powerful actions that will move towards the career 

you desire 
• Complete the session with the excitement of knowing exactly what to do 

next to do the career you love. 
If you are committed to finding a career you absolutely love and you’d like my 
support, I’d love to talk with you. I want to help you bring your gifts into the 
world and contribute in a way that’s meaningful to you. I’ll help you get 
unstuck. 
 
This offer is only for people who are serious. Those who are ready to invest 
the time, energy, and resources to find the career they love. I can’t promise 
instant results, but I can tell you there’s no better feeling that meaningful 
work that helps you make the difference you’re here to make.  
 
Just send me an email at isabelle@brilliantseeds.com and we will get 
your Breakthrough session scheduled. 
YOU ARE MAGNIFICENT AND YOU CAN DO THE WORK YOU 

ABSOLUTELY LOVE THAT IS ALIGNED WITH YOUR BRILLIANCE. 
 

mailto:isabelle@weinsist.com
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I want you to know that you have something 
amazing and brilliant inside of you. Even if 
you don’t know it or doubt it right now, as 
you are reading this, I guarantee it’s there in 
you waiting to be released. I see that with 
every single client I work with and it is one 
of the reasons I feel blessed to do this work .  
 
I know from the bottom of my heart that you 
are brilliant and magnificent. I can’t wait for 
you to see the true beauty you have in you, 
so that you can express it into the world and 
do work you absolutely love. I know it’s 
possible for you. I’ve done it, my clients do 
it, and you can do it too! 

 
 
Success Stories 
 

With Isabelle’s guidance and wisdom, I am now on the path to the career of 

my dreams… 

“Working with Isabelle has quite literally been life 

changing. After a 23-year career in Project/Product 

Management, I was burnt out and didn’t know what to do 

next. I wanted to find a new career direction but didn’t 

have the first clue how to do so. During my first 

consultation call with Isabelle, she just reached me on a 

deep personal level I was not expecting. 

 

Over a 4-month period, I completed a group course with Isabelle that 

allowed me to discover my ‘authentic self’ and truly discover what work I’m 
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passionate about and what values drive me. Long story short, Isabelle’s 

course helped me see bad behaviors I had been perpetuating for years, and 

learn to appreciate the things that motivate/drive me. With Isabelle’s 

guidance and wisdom, I am now on the path to the career of my dreams that 

I’m excited to have for the next 25 years. 

To say Isabelle’s work is life changing, is an understatement!” 

~ Erik Z., Oakland, California. 

 

Working with Isabelle is one of the best investments I’ve ever made in 

myself… 

“After years of struggling to feel fulfilled at work, of 

rationalizing and scaring myself into staying safe and 

doing work I was good at but didn’t love, I finally decided 

to try coaching. I felt some doubt that this would “work” 

but I was hopeful and willing to work hard. My goal was to 

identify a career where I could be my full self and live out my life purpose 

every day.  

“After about 8 months of coaching, I’m proud to report that I have fully 

achieved my goal. I’m off to a running start on pursuing a new career that I 

know I will love because it aligns with who I am at the core. I didn’t expect 

that I could make a change this big without being crippled by doubt, but I 

am. And it’s awesome.” 

~ Eddie S., San Francisco, California 
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I am 110% satisfied with the experience, the learning, the results and where 

working with Isabelle has taken me… 

 “I have regained my self-confidence, know exactly what 

I want to do next, and have an understanding of my 

strengths and gifts that I never had before. Isabelle has 

developed a program that I think is fantastic, and she is 

an incredibly insightful, intuitive, generous coach. I truly 

cannot find the words to use to recommend her as highly as I’d like to. She 

changed my life, in the best possible way. I am now working every day to 

make the dream she helped me uncover come true, which feels amazing. 

And, because of our work together, I fully believe I can make my dream a 

reality.” 

~ Carla Wise, Corvallis, Oregon 

 

Isabelle profoundly changed my life! 

Before I met Isabelle, I felt completely lost. I found her program to be 

amazing. You’re fully engaged in an introspective process of discovering who 

you are at your core and what is your calling. It took a leap of faith and it was 

a financial investment, but when I reflect on where I was when I first called 

Isabelle to where I am now, it’s like night and day.   

“Once Isabelle helped reveal where my passions lie, I found a graduate 

program that I fell in love with, applied, and was accepted and will be 

starting this fall! None of this would be possible without Isabelle. My life has 

completely changed because of her and I’m excited to start this new 

chapter!  

“So if you’re feeling a little lost. If waking up to a rainy Monday morning 

means having trouble getting out of bed. If you’re questioning whether the 

world will be a better place because of you. Reach out to Isabelle. If you’re 
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open and ready for change, she can help you start living the life you 

imagined.” 

~ Erin C., Oakland, California 

 

Isabelle helped me bridge what I love doing with work… 

“Isabelle helped me become reacquainted with what comes naturally for me, 

and then linked those things back to my work. A significant accomplishment 

considering I’ve been working for over 20 years! What feels enjoyable, 

graceful and satisfying are now aligned with my work.  I’m excited about 

what I have to offer, I have the confidence to discern what a great work fit 

looks like, and best of all, I feel refreshed not only in my work but in my 

personal life too. I’m doing work that makes me feel amazing and valuable.” 

~ Jackie V., Berkeley, California 

 

 

I am eternally grateful to have found Isabelle and have her as a guide… 

“Isabelle is a truly masterful career and life coach. I always knew that I had a 

life purpose, but no matter how hard I tried I could not access it. Through her 

unique combination of intuition, deep compassion, and strategic and 

thorough exercises, Isabelle guided me to my own answers in a way I am 

sure I would never have found without her. For the first time, I believe that I 

will achieve my dream of finding a career and a life that I love. I am well on 

my way there!” 

~ Corinne M., Needham, MA 
 
It was a life-changing experience… 
 
“Going through Isabelle’s coaching program has been a life-changing 
experience. Isabelle has such an amazing skill guiding you to dive into your 
own self and recognize what is essential to you, what drives you and inspires 
you to achieve a life of fulfillment. 
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“Her program has been a journey of self-discovery and re-discovering my 
career path. It has helped me focus on my life and career goals, which are 
now more clear than ever. Isabelle was so supportive throughout the 
process, which made it really smooth and stimulating. It has been a gasp of 
fresh air when I was feeling like I had come to a dead end in my career and 
was deep in hopeless place. 
 
“This experience is and always will be the beaming light that will guide me 
through the path towards climbing my own mountain.” 
 
~ Kellie G., San Francisco, California 
 

 
Watch the video version of this report here: 

http://brilliantseeds.com/the-1-reason-many-people-are-unhappy-in-their-
career-and-what-to-do-about-it/ 
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